ExpressRoute Assessment
What is our ExpressRoute Assessment?

ExpressRoute
Assessment
from
Servent is our Azure networking
assessment service where we will
assess your current networking setup
on the Azure platform with a view of
implementing
ExpressRoute
to
enhance your existing connectivity
experience and capability.
We will make recommendations based
on the assessment that we will
undertake. Following the assessment
we will remain available for further
engagement to help and assist with
the implementation of ExpressRoute
service.
Benefits
▪ Your assessment shall be completed
by our certified Architects and Azure
Engineers.
▪ Ensure that ExpressRoute is deployed
following both Servent and Microsoft
recommended best practice.
▪ We can help accelerate your Azure
networking capability by leveraging
our expertise for all aspects of Azure
ExpressRoute and Azure networking in
general.
▪ Enable your internal Network teams to
deploy and manage new Azure
networking
solutions
such
as
ExpressRoute with confidence.

Our ExpressRoute Assessment is a three day offering
where we will work with your organisation to understand
how we can deploy ExpressRoute to provide you with an
optimized networking experience in Azure. The
ExpressRoute Assessment from Servent will provide your
organisation with the opportunity to engage with our Azure
Architects and Engineers on all aspects of Azure networking.
As the Azure public cloud has grown so have the numerous
networking options and solutions available on the platform.
Between the networking services native to the platform and
the hundreds of others published in the Azure Marketplace
the sheer scale of available and potential solutions can be
somewhat overwhelming.
This is where Servent are best placed to help. Given our
heritage on Azure we have a deep understanding of both
native Azure and third party networking offerings available
in the Azure Marketplace. As part of our ExpressRoute
Assessment we shall work with you to understand your
business. We will help to identify hybrid and cloud
networking solutions and services to provide you with the
best and most appropriate ExpressRoute solution.
A selection of outcomes from
Assessment is presented below.
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Please get in touch if you would like to discuss your own
requirements with regards to commissioning ExpressRoute
in Azure.

